Prevalence of MYH-associated polyposis related to three recurrent mutations in Morocco.
MYH-associated polyposis (MAP) is an autosomal recessive inherited disease. People with MAP tend to develop multiple adenomatous colon polyps during their lifetime and have an increased risk of colorectal cancer. MAP has only recently been described and there is much to be learned about the condition. Recessively inherited mutations in the base excision repair gene MYH have recently been associated with predisposition to colorectal adenomas and cancer. The epidemiology of MYH-associated polyposis (MAP) is poorly known in populations with high levels of consanguinity like North African populations, in particular in Morocco, and the MAP carrier frequency in the general Moroccan population has never been evaluated. The present study was carried out among the Moroccan population, using molecular epidemiology methods, to estimate the prevalence of homozygote or compound heterozygote genotype conferring MAP due to three mutations reported as recurrent in MAP: c.494A>G (Y165C), c.1145G>A (G382D) and c.1186_1187insGG (p.Glu396fsX42). To estimate the prevalence of MYH mutations in Morocco, DNA extracted from blood samples of 400 healthy Moroccans was tested for recurrent MYH mutations using real-time PCR or DNA fragment analysis. Heterozygotes profiles were confirmed by direct sequencing. We searched for the mutations c.494A>G and c.1145G>A in 400 subjects, and the mutation c.1186_1187insGG in 250 subjects. One subject was heterozygous for c.494A>G (1/400 or 0.25%), three others for c.1145G>A (3/400 or 0.75%) and one was heterozygous for p.Glu396fsX42 (1/250 or 0.4%). The carrier frequency of one of these three mutations in the Moroccan population was calculated to be 1.4% and the frequency of homozygous or compound heterozygote for these three recurrent mutations is 1/10 000.These figures allowed one to estimate at 3500 the number of Moroccans with high risk of developing colon cancer due only to these three recurrent mutations. This preliminary study shows that the Moroccan population is at risk for MAP. This could help to define diagnosis strategies and patient care and may also have implications for genetic counselling.